Coffee Public-Private
Task Force
th
6 Open Session

Ex-officio Chair: José Sette
Monday 19th July 2021
14:00 – 16:00 BST

HOW TO MAKE AN INTERVENTION

1. If

a Member would like to make a verbal
intervention, please click on participants and
press ‘Raise Hand’, then the Chair will give you
the floor. Just unmute yourself.
2. As a backup option – written questions can
also be sent by text to Amanda Assin in the
Zoom chat.
3. They will pass on your questions.

Anti Trust Statement
This Meeting is organized by the International Coffee Organization, under the auspices of the United
Nations, and might touch upon topics of pricing, sourcing and production in the coffee sector,
including possibly the elements of farm-gate price, sourcing, and cost of production.
It is important we adhere to the antitrust regulations during these discussions, therefore please
consider this anti-trust carefully.
As participants in this session, we need to be mindful of the constraints of antitrust laws. Participants
shall not enter into discussions, agreements or concerted actions that may have as their object or
effect the restriction of competition. This prohibition covers the exchange of competitively sensitive
information including, but not limited to, information concerning individual prices, production, sales,
capacities, costs, rates, coverages, market practices, claims settlement practices, company level
investments, or any other competitive aspect of an individual company’s operation.
The participants acknowledge that any efforts made to address the structural problems in the coffee
sector shall not result in any understandings or agreements to limit individual activities or efforts to
the same ends.
Each participant is obliged to speak up immediately for the purpose of preventing any discussion
falling outside these bounds.

ITEM 1: AGENDA
Item 1: Purpose of the day & welcome
Item 2: Feedback from the 6th CPPTF Sherpas meeting June 30Item 3: Overall CPPTF Update- all Technical Workstreams
Item 4: Deep-dive Technical Workstreams - breakout sessions & plenary
Item 5: Next events 2021 & closure

Item 2:
Feedback from the
6th CPPTF meeting
June 30

6th CPPTF (closed meeting) June 30 –
& decisions

Key discussions

• New Task Force member: Sustainable Harvest
• TW2 Market Transparency: proposal commitments & targets
• Proposal agenda CEO Global Leaders Forum 2021 event
• Proposal meeting formats 2021 & 2022

Item 3:
Overall CPPTF Update
Click to add text

•
•
•

•
•

•

Christina Archer/ Chris
Wunderlich, Sustainable Food Lab
Daniele Giovannucci/ Ric Rhinehart,
Committee on Sustainable Assessment (COSA)
Leif Pedersen, UNDP Green
Commodities Program/
Annette Pensel, Global Coffee Platform (GCP)
Gerardo Patacconi, ICO
Niels Haak, Sustainable Coffee Challenge (SCC)Conservation International (CI) / Maya
Sermeño, Rainforest Alliance
Wolfgang Weinmann, CPPTF Coordinator

Progress so far
• 7 Meetings held to date
• Sharing Information: TWS members (Fairtrade, FNC, IDH)
presented their approaches and methodologies to measure
and close income gaps.
• Establish Benchmarks: Continuing to work with ICO producing
countries to establish and approve benchmarks.
• Mapping of exporting countries for implementing actions: 21
countries have provided information to date and SFL is
conducting initial analysis of data to present to TWS and ICO.
• Mapping of Private Sector & Task Force Observers: PS survey
has been sent, due date of July 16. Task Force Observer survey
will be sent shortly.
• Collaboration: Confirmed agreements to partner with IACO
and Promecafé to coordinate development and
implementation of LPI and CPPTF commitments with their
members. Presentation to Promecafé directors- Guatemala
8.7.21

Next steps
•
•
•
•
•

Next Meeting on July 28 (mapping results to date)
Analysis of PS and Task Force Observer information
Ongoing work on establishing Benchmarks (see next
slide)
Joint knowledge sharing activities with TWS4
Complete mid year review of TWS with members

Linkage with Other TWS:
Active collaboration with TWS 2&4 on coordination of
activities, outreach, fundraising, and M+E. Establish
links with new TWS3. Continued engagement with SCC
and GCP.

Sector Coordination Needs:
Continued coordination, e.g. collective view of
Fundraising needs and donor approaches across the
TWSs, TF Roadmap M+E framework (in progress),
outreach to wider ICO members for engagement in
TWS processes e.g. benchmarks

Progress so far
• Resolved to pursue 2 focal areas: Cost of
Production and Price Transmission Efficiencyadopted by CPPTF on June 30
• Determined that origin have sovereignty of their
data and that, at an aggregate level, it could be
shared, in-country and then also collectively, via
ICO, for learning
• Ensured broad integration of gender
perspectives

Next steps
• Identify pilot countries & Advisory Panel
• Collaboratively refine methods and
approaches
• Build capacity of national coffee bodies to
gather and manage data to int’l standard
• Apply tests and review with Advisory Panel
& pilot countries

Linkage with Other TWS: Both focal areas will directly inform each of the other TWS, critically
so in the case of Living and Prosperous Income where the information is vital for their
calculations.

Sector Transformation - Exporting Countries

Progress so far
• TWS3 Forum “Sector Transformation in
Coffee Exporting Countries” designed and
in consultation
• Six meetings planned from AugustNovember 2021
• Membership progressing well: tentative or
final commitment from 8 exporting
countries, as well as coffee companies,
donors, banks, int. CSOs etc.

Linkage with Other TWS-

Next steps
• First TWS3 Forum meeting scheduled for 3
August.
• Meeting invites to be sent out during week
of 19th July.
• Continued 1-on-1 preparatory meetings
with country representatives and other
members

• Ongoing coordination with other TWS, on topics and future country interventions

Importing Countries
Progress so far
• Discussions with IISD/ Canada to
facilitate the discussions of this group
• Complementary to sub-group Sector
Transformation: Exporting Countries to
cover current developments on
regulations in importing countries and
their impact on exporting countries and
industry

Next steps
• TW will be activated shortly;
• Expression of interest to join from
public & private sector & observers
and other coffee stakeholders and
development partners

• Linkage with Other TWS: Ongoing coordination with other TWS, on topics & future interventions

Next steps
Progress so far

•

Action Plan: Next TWS meeting August 19th
4:00pm CEST

•

Focus: Shift from ‘shaping + aligning’ (Dec – April) towards ‘action +
implementation’ (> May) based on adoption of structure and targets

•

•

Name: Workstream renamed from “Sustainable Production, Responsible
Sourcing + Consumption and Resiliency” to “Resilient Coffee Landscapes”
→ note: no impact on focus or structure of TWS

Orientation: exploring follow-up deep-dive
sessions on specific themes + introductory
sessions at regional level

•

Market linkages: ICO-hosted webinar ’Regulatory
Trends and Developments for Supply Chains’ on
Aug. 26th,

•

Orientation: First 'Resilient Coffee Landscapes Orientation Session’
attended by 60+ participants – recording here

•

Funding: Ongoing resource mobilization for cont. facilitation + landscape
level efforts
• £23K allocated by the ICO Secretariat to TW4 to complement the
in-kind support from CI and RA
• Concept development to secure funds for long(er) term TWS
facilitation, landscape-level assessment and learning journeys

•

Growing workstream leads + support team
• Operational and logistics support from Amanda Assin (Junior
Consultant ICO) secured
• Edward Millard, Rainforest Alliance, supporting Maya + Niels

Linkage with Other TWS
•

•
•

Info Mapping with TWS1: outreach to private sector
+ NGOs as input to identify and prioritize countries to
implement landscapes initiatives – jointly with TWS1
Coordination: Bilateral coordination with other TWS
leads
Gender: Deep-dive mtg between TWS leads and focal
point on integration of gender

Progress so far
• Connection with SCC Hub agreed and
established
• Mapping of Perf Measurement Framework/
metrics under way- link with all TWS
established to support them
• GIZ Gender Advisory under way with meetings
with all TWS
• Roadmap Update: sign off of TW2 proposal
• Regular TWS Coordination space functioning

Next steps

• SCC Hub link update and reporting
• Gender Advisory: embedding in TWS and
TF
• Roadmap Update: Theory of Change
update linking all TWS + put forward to
130th ICC Sept the TW2 proposal
• Resource Mobilisation: mapping of
sources & opps + development of high
level budget requirements

Linkage with Other TWS- gender advisory/ metrics/ overall TWS coordination / resource mobilisation

Item 4:
Deep-dive Technical
Workstreams breakout sessions &
plenary

TW1: Christina Archer/ Chris
Wunderlich Sustainable Food Lab
TW2: Daniele Giovannucci/ Ric
Rhinehart COSA
TW3 Sector Transformation
Exporting Countries:
Leif Pedersen UNDP Green
Commodities Program and Annette
Pensel Global Coffee Platform
TW3 Importing Countries
Gerardo Patacconi HOO ICO
TW4: Niels Haak/ SCC-CI and Maya Sermeño/
Rainforest Alliance
TW5: Jiselle Steele/Oxfam Gender Advisor

Breakout Rooms - Instructions
1. Once the host
opens the Breakout
Rooms, a Breakout
Rooms icon will
appear in your
toolbar

2. Click on the
Breakout Rooms icon
and select Choose
Breakout Room

3. A Breakout Rooms – In
Progress pop-up window will
appear on your screen. Hover
your mouse over the blue
number next to the breakout
room of your choice and a
Join button will appear. Click
on it and select yes.

4. Once you are in a room,5. Once the time is
you can click on the
over, you'll be
Breakout Rooms icon to notified and given
Choose another breakout 60 Seconds to
room or to Ask for Help wrap up and return
and invite the host for to the main
assistance.
session.

Breakout Rooms
TWS1 Living-Prosperous Income
Christina Archer/ Chris Wunderlich, Sustainable Food Lab

TWS2 Market Transparency
Daniele Giovannucci/ Ric Rhinehart, Committee on Sustainable Assessment (COSA)

TWS3 Policies & Institutions Sector Transformation Exporting Countries
Leif Pedersen, UNDP Green Commodities Program/Annette Pensel, Global Coffee Platform (GCP)

TWS3(SG) Policies & Institutions Importing Countries
Gerardo Patacconi, ICO

TWS4 Resilient Coffee Landscapes
Niels Haak, Sustainable Coffee Challenge (SCC)-Conservation International (CI) / Maya Sermeño, Rainforest Alliance

TW5 Gender Transformative Strategies
Jiselle Steele/ Oxfam Gender Advisor

TW1 Living
Prosperous Income
Supporting the Delivery of the
Roadmap Commitments on Living
Prosperous Income

Christina Archer/ Chris
Wunderlich, Sustainable Food Lab

International Coffee
Council
(ICC)

CEO & Global
Leaders Forum
(CGLF)

Coffee PublicPrivate Task Force
(CPPTF)

Resolution 465

Sustainability
performance
measurement
assets mapped and
checked

Oct
20

Technical aspect of
including coffee in AMIS
disseminated

Technical Workstreams
activated

TWs planned activities
completion

CPPTF Reporting system
planned

LI reaching prosperity data
info identified and shared

Concrete targets
for the CPPTF
quantified

ICO Members recommend to
include coffee in AMIS

Jan
21

Mar
21

Apr
21

June
21

2021

Public consultation of
ToC and TWs
Proposals

July
21

London Declaration

Shared problem
statement

LI Benchmarks established
to reach prosperity in at
least 80% of ICO
member producing countries

Evaluation to
determine changes
required

2022

ROADMAP
2020-2030

Key outcomes

2025

Economic resilience &
social sustainability
LI Benchmarks established
to reach prosperity in
100% of ICO member
producing countries

Key interventions
implemented in all
ICO member coffee
producing countries

Key activities to close the LI Gap
implemented to reach prosperity for
target producers in at least 50% of
the ICO member coffee producing
countries by 2030

Vision

2030

A sustainable and
prosperous future
for coffee
producers and the
sector as a whole

Better balanced
demand and supply,
responsible
consumption, and
diversity of origins
Environmental
sustainability through
sustainable production
& consumption
Effective enabling
conditions

Time-bound Aspirations Related to L-PI

Share information
sources on living income
for ICO members and
confirm sector strategy
for implementing L-PI
approach and meeting
aspirations.

Living-Prosperous Income Technical Workstream

Establish LI Benchmarks
in at least 80% of ICO
member producing
countries by 2025.
Implement L-PI pilot
projects in 4-6 countries
(to identify LI gaps and
interventions to close
and surpass those gaps
towards Prosperous
Income), to be
completed by or prior to
2026/27.

Establish LI Benchmarks
in 100% of ICO producing
countries by 2030.
By 2030, at least 50% of
coffee producing
countries that have
established
LI Benchmarks have
created and
implemented
collaborative PPPs to
close the LI Gap.

Reach and supersede
the income benchmarks
through a continuous
improvement process in
all ICO producing
countries.
Close the income gap for
target producers in at
least 50% of the ICO
producing countries by
2030 (with commitment
subject to revision in
2026).

Living-Prosperous Income
Technical Workstream
www.internationalcoffeecouncil.com/taskforce

Strategies to Improve Incomes
ICO Country PPPs will decide where to focus

•

Professional producer orgs

BUYING

•

Farm service delivery

•

Supplier management

•

•

Inputs

•

Pricing and transparency

•

Access to finance

•

Certifications and premiums

•

Technical services

•

Minimum pricing

•

Market access

MARKETING

•

Risk mitigation tools

•

Public reporting

•

Consumer engagement

•

New product development

Income diversification

LANDSCAPE &
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

PRICE &
TRADING PRACTICES

PRODUCTIVITY &
COST OF
PRODUCTION

Farm and Value Chain Strategies

•
•
•
•
•

Watershed / forest
protection
Community based income
projects
Social protection
Land tenure
Women’s economic
empowerment

SECTOR STRATEGIES

•
•
•
•

Sector price mechanisms
Supply management
Rural economic
development policy
Due Diligence legislation

Community, Landscape, Sector Strategies

National or Regional Coffee Strategies should guide prioritization also
Living-Prosperous Income
Technical Workstream
www.internationalcoffeecouncil.com/taskforce

Focus today:

How and where do you see the support needs by the TF and ICO members
to deliver their commitments?
Global/central
level (ICO)

• ICO or TF secretariat
• TWSs
• Other: eg WCPF, GCP, SCC

Regional Level

• Promecafe
• IACO
• Other…

Country Level

• Ministries (eg Ag, Statistics, Labour)
• Platforms
• Other…
Living-Prosperous Income
Technical Workstream
www.internationalcoffeecouncil.com/taskforce

Objectives of TWS LPI regional level:
strategic link with 2 platforms: IACO and Promecafe

Regional Level

1. Maximize input, participation and relevance of CPPTF activities and outcomes for
collaborating platform member countries (and sector overall)
2. Strengthen two-way communication and knowledge exchange (between platform
members and CPPTF)
3. Link activities and results at regional level to inform national/regional and
international policy.
4. More effectively build CPPTF work upon national and regional strategies for coffee
sector(s)
5. Increase overall efficiency, effectiveness and longterm impact of CPPTF.
Living-Prosperous Income
Technical Workstream
www.internationalcoffeecouncil.com/taskforce

Progress to date: IACO and Promecafe

Regional Level

• Promecafé and IACO directors/member states approved collaborating (process
could serve as example for other regions)
• Facilitated ICO info request process; Agreed to supporting knowledge webinars
with LPI and RL (resilient landscapes)
• Analysis of synergies between CPPTF Vision/goals and Promecafé’s MesoCafe Plan
& IACO’s Post-COVID proposal as basis for resource mobilization (and meet
objective of building on local strategies)
• Exploring possibility of facilitator/coordinator integrated into each institution
(either existing or new hire)- to facilitate and coordinate process
Living-Prosperous Income
Technical Workstream
www.internationalcoffeecouncil.com/taskforce

TW1 LPI Breakout Room Takeaways
What’s needed to deliver commitments?

Red text are participant comments in
breakout

draft vision for leadership roles at different levels
Global/central
level (ICO)

• Establish VISION and aspirational goals for a structural approach to transforming the sector towards
prosperity
• Support governments with guidance to create national coffee strategies
• Clarify roles of actors (gov’ts, private sector, NGOs) – also on value distribution
• Hold common methodologies eg on how to establish and update benchmarks, ways to link with SDG
mapping, more transparency on % FOB price at farmgate
• Knowledge Management and learning central depository
• Link between income and wage issues, both minimum decency AND prosperity for all

Regional Level

• Technical resource for applying common methodologies for
regional contexts. Support countries to adapt if needed
• Knowledge Management and learning central depository of
regional country work
• Potential calculation of costs of production/minimum prices

Country Level

• Adapt common methodologies for own context
• Determine national strategy for closing the gap
and prioritization of actions
• Share lessons learnt on what works with
Regional and Global
Living-Prosperous Income
Technical Workstream
www.internationalcoffeecouncil.com/taskforce

TW 3 Market Policies
and Institutions:
Sector Transformation - Coffee
Exporting Countries

Leif Pedersen, UNDP
Annette Pensel, GCP

We Know What Needs To Change
We Know Many of the Solutions
It’s Time To Work Together
To Ensure Strong and Resilient Coffee Sectors
in Exporting Countries
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Outputs from TWS 3 Forum
Outputs:

Vision:
The transformation of coffee sectors in
exporting countries to meet the challenges of
the future.
Significant Public Private commitments to
collaborative action at the national level aimed
at transforming the sector through
•
•
•
•

Sustainable practices @ farm level
Policy changes
Institutions and governance
Farmer finance…

• TWS forum members establish awareness and consensus
regarding successful approaches and joint action to
support and scale sector-wide transformation in exporting
countries.
• New alliances to support existing and new action in
exporting countries built on a multi-stakeholder dialogue
processes grounded in deep experience & practical theory.
These alliances lead to recorded commitments to the
CPPTF Roadmap.
• Identified Exporting countries to support implementation
of CPPTF Roadmap, through nationally owned processes
and in partnership between national and international
coffee stakeholders. This will be based on buy-in of key
stakeholders in coffee exporting countries, and in
collaboration with other TWS of the CPPTF.
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TWS 3 Forum;
our
commitment
to you

• 20-30 years of coffee development work has not led to
sector-wide transformation. We know what needs to
change. We know many of the solutions. Now is the
time to collaborate to take solutions to scale.
• TWS3 Forum will have representation and
participation from the whole coffee system. Exporting
country governments, local and global private sector,
civil society, development partners.
• The process uses active dialogue between participants.
All members will be asked to contribute, and all voices
will be heard.
• The Forum is a space build understanding, shared
direction, and shared commitments, which in turn
helps to address systemic issues hampering progress
towards farmer prosperity and the entire coffee sector.
• We move forward from talking about the issues to
generating transformative solutions together.
• We will do this while focusing on the HOW of
collaborative action. We’ll build in essential practices
around dialogue, participation, democratic processes.

'Sector Transformation in Coffee Exporting Countries'
CPPTF TWS3 Forum - 2021 Timeline

The future of coffee:
Taking a systems
approach to sector
transformation

All Hands on Deck:
scaling solutions
through
collaborative action

What works and how
to scale solutions
Part I

1

2

3

4

5

6

Aug. 3rd

Sept. 1st

Sept. 21st

Oct. 12th

Nov. 2nd

Nov. 30th

The Hard Truths and
collective visions for
our future

What works and how
to scale solutions
Part II

From Commitments
to Action: Towards
country impact
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'Sector Transformation in Coffee Exporting Countries'
CPPTF TWS3 Forum

Meeting sessions

1

The future of coffee:
Taking a systems
approach to sector
transformation

2

The Hard Truths and
collective visions for
our future

3

(Sept. 1st - 2 PM BST via Zoom)

What works and
how to scale solutions
Part I
(Sept. 21st - 2 PM BST via Zoom)

(Aug. 3rd - 2 PM BST via Zoom)
In the first session, we will set the context for
the Forum as a part of the ICO Task Force.
We will build the understanding of what it will
take to transform national coffee sectors, and
why it is so critical.
We will explore the design of the dialogue
process and understand how it will lead to
transformational action in coffee exporting
countries. Participants will get a chance to
provide inputs to the process.
By the end of the first session we will be clear
about what success looks like for this
workstream forum.

4

What works and
how to scale solutions
Part II
(Oct. 12th - 2 PM BST via Zoom)

Session two will focus on the hard truths that
confront smallholder-dominated exporting
countries, and what the future holds if we don't
change.
We will conclude on why efforts so often have
failed to create broad, sector-wide impact, and
how can we do better.
We will also discuss what is possible for
exporting countries: creating competitive
coffee sectors that meet tomorrow's
challenges, provide livelihood for future
generations of farmers, support stable
communities and resilient production systems
that reduce degradation and protect forests.

5

All Hands on Deck:
scaling solutions
through collaborative
action

In this session we focus on four key issues we
must get right to build an enabling environment
for change in order to transform national coffee
sectors. Each participant will choose to
participate in in-depth discussion of two issues.
In smaller groups we will bring practical
examples and inspiring stories of what works
and what can be achieved, and discuss how
solutions can be scaled. Participants will
identify success factors for change and roles
and responsibilities for different actors to
achieve impact through collaborative action.

6

From Commitments to
Action: Towards
country impact
(Nov. 30th - 2 PM GMT via Zoom)

(Nov. 2nd - 2 PM GMT via Zoom)
This session will continue the thematic
discussions. It will present four additional
issues we must get right to build an enabling
environment for change in order to tranform
national coffee sectors.
Conclusions and recommendations from the
thematic discussions will shape commitments
and proposed action for the CPPTF Roadmap.

In session five, we will focus on scaling effective
solutions in exporting countries through
participatory multi-stakeholder processes.
We will explore collaborative methodologies and
proven approaches that can help build shared
vision, ownership and commitment.
The session offers a marketplace of practical
and innovative ideas and how to test them in
specific exporting countries. Participants will
meet potential partners and explore shared
ambitions.

In the final session we will synthesize learning
and conclusions from the TWS3 Forum. We
will summarize agreements, commitments and
action to be shared with the ICO Task Force.
We will do collaborative planning for next
steps towards action in coffee exporting
countries, and we will decide the shape and
form of continued interaction and coordination
between the members of the Forum.

Come ready to make a commitment!
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'Sector Transformation in Coffee Exporting Countries'
CPPTF TWS3 Forum

Global dialogue and national action

Country A
National dialogue
for transformation

Country B

1

2

3

4

5

National dialogue
for transformation

6

Country C
National dialogue
for transformation

Country D
National dialogue
for transformation

2021

2022-

Country E
National dialogue
for transformation

Joint action as part of CPPTF Roadmap
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'Sector Transformation in Coffee Exporting Countries'
CPPTF TWS3 Forum

Global dialogue and national engagement

1

2

3

4

5

6

National stakeholder outreach and engagement
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TW3 - Coffee Exporting Countries Breakout Room takeaways
1. The Policy and institutions TWS3 – Importing countries will be a new group
or the Task Force to complement not only the TWS3 on exporting members
2. Facilitator International Institute for Sustainable Development to be
confirmed and find a co-faciliator
3. Looking at both challenges by regulations, trade polices related to quality,
safety and sustainability and policies by importing members
4. Look also at opportunities for exporting countries and farmers and all in
Coffee GCV
5. Next Steps, to set up the group that can decide priorities to work on

TW 3 Market Policies
and Institutions:
Coffee Importing Countries

Gerardo Patacconi, ICO

TW3 – Coffee Importing Countries Breakout Room takeaways
1 The Policy and institutions TWS3 – Importing countries will be a new group
or the Task Force to complement not only the TWS3 on exporting members
2. Facilitator International Institute for Sustainable Development to be
confirmed and find a co-faciliator
3. Looking at both challenges by regulations, trade polices related to quality,
safety and sustainability and policies by importing members
4. Look also at opportunities for exporting countries and farmers and all in
Coffee GCV
5. Next Steps, to set up the group that can decide priorities to work on

TW 4 Resilient Coffee
Landscapes

Niels Haak, SCC/CI
Maya Sermeño, Rainforest
Alliance

TWS4 – Participants
ICO Member Countries*
1. Brazil
2. Costa Rica
3. European Commission
4. Honduras
5. Indonesia
6. Mexico
7. Nicaragua
8. Peru
9. Papua New Guinea
10. Promecafe

Private Sector
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

illycaffè
Mercon
Nestle
Olam
Starbucks
Sustainable Harvest

Observers/ Supporting Orgs
1.
2.
3.
4.

Coffee Sector Initiatives
1. Sustainable Coffee Challenge
2. Global Coffee Platform
ICO’s Private Sector Consultative
Board
1. India Coffee Trust

Conservation International
ETH Zürich
GIZ
International Women's Coffee
Alliance (IWCA)
5. Rainforest Alliance
6. Sustainable Food Lab
7. World Bank
8. UNIDO
9. CLAC
10. Network of Asian Pacific
Producers
11. Fairtrade Africa
12. CDFTrust
13. Farm Africa
14. World Coffee Research

*also includes representation through national coffee institutions, associations, etc.

Focus of the Workstream
TRACK

GOAL
•
•

ACTIVITIES

•
•
•

LANDSCAPES

MARKET LINKAGES

Transform 4-6 landscapes* to be
innovative models that promote the
resiliency of people, planet and coffee

Connect landscape initiatives to key
trends and innovative models that
incentivize sustainable production,
sourcing and consumption

Co-develop Theory of Change
Set criteria and leverage available
analyses for country + landscape
priority setting
Conduct landscape assessments and
identify + fill knowledge gaps
Fundraise for landscape-initiatives
Global exchange on landscape-level
initiatives

•

•
•

Knowledge sharing on market-based
incentive mechanisms and enabling
environments
Amplify and connect to parallel
efforts on sustainable production +
sourcing (e.g. GCP BCC, SCC)
Provide updates on policy trends
(e.g. due diligence, HRDD, defor)

Coordination is key!
With other
workstreams, ICO
secretariat, other
initiatives (global,
regional, national),
and the donor
community!

*in close coordination with TWS1 LPI as well as Sustainable Coffee Challenge

2050 Aspiration

Workstream Targets + Commitments
The CPPTF and ICO Council agreed on a set of targets that
complements and expands the scope of CPPTF aspirations on living
+ prosperous income and aligns with and amplifies the sector-wide
2025 targets + 2050 goals rolled-out by the Sustainable Coffee
Challenge

2025 targets

2030 targets
At least 50% of ICO producing countries that have
established landscape-level collaborative PPPs that
serve as models for sustainable coffee origins

Transition all ICO producing countries to become
sustainable coffee origins that incentivizes and enables
continuous improvement on economic, social and
environmental prosperity and resiliency
Transition the entire market to sustainable production,
sourcing and consumption by 2050

Ensure at least 70% of global coffee purchased by
roasters and retailers is produced + sourced according
to sustainable practices.

Initiate and implement Resilient Coffee Landscape
interventions in 4-6 ICO producing countries

Quick-wins

Share information sources on Sustainable Landscape
approaches and co-develop strategy (incl. ToC, prioritysetting, etc) for ‘Resilient Coffee Landscapes’ initiatives
Connect TWS to ongoing global and in-country efforts to
(re)define sustainable production and sourcing practices
and requirements, e.g. GCP, SCC, etc. Task Force to
influence these efforts and endorse them by end of
2021 to validate subsequent 2025 and 2030 targets.

Support ICO-led activities to promote consumption in
producing countries*

At least 50% of global coffee purchased by roasters and
retailers is produced + sourced according to sustainable
practices.

Efforts initiated/ coordinated through
CPPTF (led by TWS4)
Alignment and amplification of existing
sector targets + goals (e.g. SCC) and sector
references / definitions (e.g. GCP, SCC,
others)
ICO-secretariat led activities that TWS4
will support while TWS3 taking shape

TWS4 – Tentative short-term milestones

Confirm strategy and Activity 2: fine-tune action plan and develop more detailed implementation plan; fill knowledge gaps
orientation activities on landscape approach through orientation activities (i.e. info sessions)
Market mechanisms

Activity 3: Monitor and connect to sector initiatives and trends; Identify innovative approaches and
mechanisms with potential to drive sustainable sourcing and consumption linked to landscape
interventions; organize knowledge exchange.

Develop resilient
landscape initiatives

Activity 4: Define ToC and technical criteria to select landscapes; Prioritize country + landscape
interventions; find synergies with existing landscape initiatives / frameworks; follow CPPTF process to
select landscapes and start first landscape assessments.
Activity 5: Establish partnerships, identify and gather resources/funding needed; Align with existing
efforts, national platforms/plans and TWS 1 and 3; Prepare and present Concept Notes/Funding
Proposals.

ICO- CPPTF - Technical Work Stream on Living Income

Q4

Activity 1: Launch TWS for Sustainable Production; co-develop TWS structure, targets and activities in
action plan

Q3

Launch TWS +
develop action plan

Q2

Sustainable Production TWS4 Activities

Q1

Activities

Orientation Session(s) ‘Resilient Coffee Landscapes’
•

Objective: interactive crash-course on the concept of landscape and jurisdictional approaches that aim to drive
economic, social and environmental sustainability and resiliency.

•

First session: Thursday July 1st – watch recording here

•

Diverse mix of speakers
• Scott Henderson & Bambi Semroc, Conservation International
• Leena Camadoo, Oxfam UK
• Fabiane Sebaio, Cerrado das Águas Consortium
• Patricia Quijandria, Rainforest Alliance

•

Next steps:
• Regional sessions: TBD through regional bodies (e.g. IACO, Promecafé)
• Global session(s): deep-dive on specific tools, methodologies and concepts
• Learning Journey: 10-hour course for interested Sherpa’s (unfunded)

OTHER RESPONSES:
“How to Reward coffee farmers for
preserved land. How to introduce
in coffee chain the payment for
environmental services”

Process towards Priority Setting

Fundraising + Coordination + Learning

Collective targets
+ goals

Develop common
understanding

Inventory of
ongoing efforts

Interest +
science-based
mapping

Selection of focus
landscapes

Landscape
assessments

Considerations
• Government engagement + local ownership is critical ingredient for success → Taskforce as an enabler
• Coordination with other workstreams, esp. TWS1 (LPI) and TWS3 (national policies)
• Coordination with other landscape efforts, e.g. Sustainable Coffee Challenge, GEF FOLUR, in-country + regional initiatives, etc.
• Building from scratch vs. scaling ongoing efforts → Taskforce as an agenda-setter

Co-develop +
initiate
interventions

Conditions + Criteria for landscape selection

Risks +
opportunities
Interest

Conditions

To determine the priority landscapes within each
country, we will consider conditions such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Landscape prioritization

•
•

Sourcing importance for the private sector
National government interest
Interest from public donors
Level of engagement of farming communities
Additional risks and/or opportunities that need to be
addressed
Enabling conditions and perceived ability to tackle
identified challenges
Local partners
…

SAVE THE DATE

SAVE THE DATE

• Next TWS meeting: Thurs Aug 19th, 3:00 – 4:30pm UK
time
• ICO-hosted webinar: ’Regulatory Trends and
Developments for Supply Chains’ on Thurs. Aug. 26th,
2:00 – 3:30pm UK time

Questions or
Comments
Contact:
Niels Haak

nhaak@conservation.org

Edward Millard
emillard@ra.org

Wolfgang Weinmann
weinmann@ico.org

TW4 – Resilient Coffee Landscapes Breakout Room Takeaways –
Part 1
• Break-out participants reinforced the interest in landscape approaches and
opportunity it can provide for the coffee sector to address environmental,
social and economic challenges in a holistic manner
• TWS leads presented latest thinking on approach priority setting, which will
build on the efforts to develop a common understanding (e.g. through
orientation sessions) among the members about landscape approaches
• Key drivers for the selection of landscapes will include criteria and
conditions such as: Sourcing importance for the private sector; National
government interest; Interest from public donors; Level of engagement of
farming communities; Additional risks and/or opportunities that need to be
addressed; Enabling conditions and perceived ability to tackle; identified
challenges, etc.

TW4 – Resilient Coffee Landscapes Breakout Room Takeaways –
part 2
• To identify and assess these criteria and conditions, the team will combine input
through the ICO’s info request/ mapping with governments, private sector an
NGO community. This will be complemented with an inventory of initiatives as
well as science-based mapping based on available research + resources within
Conservation International and Rainforest Alliance.
• The participants in the break-out group expressed support for the proposed
process and approaches. Key point of feedback was that the process was
perceived as rather abstract and taking a long time (esp. the learning journey),
which might cause delays and slow down of momentum when there are known
and urgent issues to address in important coffee production areas. As such, it was
recommended to rather quickly identify specific landscapes, initiatives to build
on/ scale and key issues to be addressed. This would help to make the efforts
more tangible and spark more interest among govt actors.

TW 5 Sector
Coordination:
Gender Transformative
Strategies

Jiselle Steele, Oxfam
Gender Advisor

Insights from ICO Gender Equality and Coffee report
• 70% of labour in coffee production is provided by women – a substantial contribution
• Higher quality output and income when women in agriculture have equal access to resources
and technical support

• Women’s increased agency leads to improved well-being for them and their families and
increased resilience to climate shocks when given opportunity to adopt sustainable farming
practices
• Complementarities are key – policies and programmes need to address multiple constraints
facing women and girls across the value chain to have significant impact

Problem statement: gender and coffee

Despite their significant contribution, women have an unequal and
marginalised role in the coffee value chain, which limits their ability to
access and control resources to ensure the health, education and well-being
of themselves and their families, and to live free from violence

Framework to understand gender needs
Definition

Practical Gender needs

Strategic Gender needs

•

Tend to be short-term and relate to immediate
daily needs
Impacted by economic condition
Linked to women’s direct experience
Addressing these issues alone will not change
existing gender roles and inequalities

•

Inadequate childcare facilities
Lack of access to clean water and sanitation
facilities
Insufficient access to food and decent housing
Limited access to healthcare

•

•
•
•

Examples of
barriers

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Respond to long-term needs that occur due to
women’s unequal position
Challenge and change the gender roles,
responsibilities and relationships of women and
men
Informed and led by women as agents of change
Redistribution of power and resources
Time poverty and labour due to unpaid care and
domestic responsibilities
Limited control of income and access to finance
Limited access to education and training
Women’s rights to land significantly restricted
Recognition of women’s citizenship and
representation
Impact of sexual harassment & violence at work or
at home

The opportunity: ICO vision with gender lens
A sustainable and prosperous future for coffee producers and the sector as a whole…

where women’s valuable role across the value chain is visible and an
enabling environment that addresses the structural barriers that limit the
ability of women and marginalised groups to participate and benefit from positive
outcomes is created
Successfully embedding a gender transformative approach to the Task Force will therefore:
I.
make women's valuable role in coffee production, households and across the value
chain visible
II. create an enabling environment that addresses the structural barriers
III. increase agency and access to opportunity for women and marginalised groups

Framework for Gender Transformative Change

Individual and Systemic Change in Gender and Coffee
Example of approaches to increasing coffee yields with gender perspective
Increased confidence
and awareness of
different farming
techniques with training
for women

Providing women with
their own coffee bushes
and establishing sales
points for women

Joint decisionmaking/business
planning at household
level

Changing co-op
membership to include
members without land
Setting quotas for
percentage of women
extension agents

TW5 Gender Transformative Strategies Breakout Room Takeaways –
part 1
• Discussion focused around ways to harness networks, influencing power and activities of CPPTF to
provoke systemic change on gender equality and the coffee sector.
• The group looked at the framework for gender transformative change by the organisation, Gender At
Work, and discussed the importance of the Task Force and TWS taking actions that lead to change on
individual and systemic levels.
• Barriers highlighted included recognising the importance of adapting transformative approaches to
the country context when trying to shift attitudes and traditional social norms around gender and
coffee. Important to recognise that the different levels of income and smallholder size for example
will mean that gender inequality issues and interventions in response to these will be felt differently
and will need to be tailored as a result.
• Transformative change takes place within a complex system which may often span and depend on
different spheres including markets, local communities and government services. Therefore, gender
transformative change can only happen when different stakeholders collaborate together, combining
specific actions with changes to policies, practices and institutions which lead to systemic change.

TW5 Gender Transformative Strategies Breakout Room Takeaways –
part 2
• Education on gender issues for different stakeholder groups is key to transforming traditional cultural norms
needed for systemic change. As well as working with families and within schools, sensitising men and boys
within institutions, private sector companies and communities on their role in tackling gender inequality is
vital. When developing technical training aimed at women in coffee sector, the private sector can provide
examples of approaches used in extension programmes such as targeted recruitment and gender training
for field staff, which can be adopted by public sector institutions.
• Building capacity for women-led organisations, networks and under-represented groups and providing a
platform for these different actors to participate effectively in initiatives such as the ICO Task Force is also
key to shifting decision-making and influencing power to those who are marginalised and affected most by
gender inequality issues in coffee.

Item 5:
Next events &
closure

Next CPPTF meetings
Event
TW1 Living-Prosperous Income
TW2 Market Transparency
TW3 Policy, Institutions
Sector Transformation Exporting Countries

date
28 July
27 August
03 August

Time
15:00 - 16:30 BST
14:00 - 15:00 BST
?

TW4 Resilient Coffee Landscapes
19 August
CPPTF Webinar Regulatory Trends and
26 August
Developments for Supply Chains- The case of
coffee

15:00 – 16:30 BST
14:00 - 15:30 BST

7th CPPTF - Sherpas only
7th CPPTF - Open Session
3rd CGLF 2021 Closed Meeting
130th ICC session

TBD
TBD
Wed 8 September
Thu 9 Sept- Fri 10 Sept

14:00 - 16:00 BST

Closure

José Sette
Ex-Officio Chair CPPTF / ED ICO

